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Michal Horáček is a post-graduate student at the Institute of Economic and Social 
History of the Charles University Faculty of Arts in Prague. His field of specialisation 
is primarily the history of industry in the 19th and 20th centuries, particularly brew-
ing, in the broader context of economic history. 
Mail: michal.roubik@seznam.cz
Jakub Kunert, graduated in history and archival science of the Faculty of Arts of the 
Charles University in Prague with specialization on central banking in Czechoslova-
kia. As a student he gained experience through internship at various state archives. 
Since 2004 he has been working as the archivist and since 2009 as the head archivist, 
of the Czech National Bank (CNB). He represents the CNB in the Academic Council 
of the European association for Banking and Financial History and in the European 
Central Bank (Information Management Network). 
Mail: jakub.kunert@seznam.cz
Bohumil Melichar is a postgraduate student of social history at the Institute of Eco-
nomic and Social History, Faculty of Arts, Charles University (Prague). His research 
is concerned with modern radical political parties and social movements, with par-
ticular reference to interwar Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. Research activities 
based on the methodology of the cultural and social history of policy combines with 
his interest in education and didactics of history. He also takes part in the research 
team of Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes in Prague.
Mail: bmelichar@seznam.cz
Barbora Štolleová works as an assistant professor and post-doctoral researcher at 
the Institute of Social and Economic history at the Faculty of Arts, Charles University 
(Prague). Her research is concerned with modern economic history in the 19th and 20th 
century in the Bohemian Lands and Central Europe with particular reference to ag-
riculture and business history. 
Mail: bhoffmannova@yahoo.com
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